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The quark mass matrices ansatze proposed by Fritzsch, Du-Xing and Fukuyama-Nishiura in
the framework of the general two Higgs doublet model are studied. The corresponding Yukawa
matrices in the flavor basis in the different cases considered are discussed. The corresponding
Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements are computed in all cases and compared with their
experimental values. The complex phases of the ansatze are taken into account and the CP violating
phase δ is computed. Finally, in order to observe the influence of the different kind of textures of
Yukawa coupling matrices considered, some phenomenology of two body decays of the top quark,
the lightest Higgs boson and the charged Higgs boson is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Despite of all its success, the standard model (SM) of electroweak interactions based on the SU(3)C⊗SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y
gauge symmetry has many unexplained features. Most of them are linked to the fermionic sector, such as the origin
of the fermion masses and the mixing angles [1, 2, 3, 4]. These reasons lead to consider that the SM is not the most
fundamental theory of the basic interactions. It should be considered as an effective theory that remains valid up
to some energy scale of the order of TeV and eventually it will be replaced by a more fundamental theory. In the
framework of the SM, the values of the Yukawa couplings are parameterized in a phenomenological way. The quark
masses and mixing matrix are described by 10 free parameters: six quark masses, three flavor mixing angles and
one CP violating phase. It is, the form of the Yukawa couplings is not well understood and neither their origin nor
the underlying principles, which it is known as the flavor problem. Attempts to compute these 10 phenomenological
parameters have been done within the framework of the extensions of the SM including grand unification theories,
supersymmetric theories and superstring theories [5, 6, 7]. There are two basic approaches to study the patterns
of Yukawa couplings: one way is adopting the unification hypothesis of matter multiplets and the second one is to
assume a specific form of the Yukawa couplings called texture [8]. The two approaches are close related because the
mass matrices gotten using textures could be incorporated into the grand unified theories [5, 9]. The use of quark
mass matrix textures is motivated by the observed large hierarchies of the quark masses and the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) matrix elements [10, 11, 13, 14]. Phenomenological quark mass matrices have been discussed from
different points of view. For example, quark mass matrix ansatze have been used in an analogous way in the leptonic
sector, trying to get the lepton mixing matrix in order to explain the neutrino anomalies [9, 14, 15, 16]. Also, new
texture ansatze have been proposed motivated by more precise results on the elements of the quark mixing matrix
[1, 10, 11, 17]. Quark and lepton mass matrices have also been discussed in the context of the SO (10) Grand
Unification theories [9]. The understanding of the discrete flavor symmetries hidden in such textures may be useful
in the knowledge of the underlying dynamics responsible for quark mass generation and CP violation.
One possible simple extension of the SM is by adding a new Higgs doublet and it is called the two Higgs Doublet
Model (2HDM). This extension has the following direct consequences: it increases the scalar spectrum and it gives a
more generic pattern of the Flavor Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC). FCNC at tree level can be consider a problem
that was solved in the earlier versions of the two Higgs Doublet Model (2HDM type I and II) by imposing a discrete
symmetry that restricts each fermion to be coupled at most to one Higgs doublet [18]. But if the discrete symmetry is
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2not imposed then FCNC at tree level remains, it is the so-called two Higgs Doublet Model type III. The 2HDM type
III and its phenomenology have been extensively studied in the literature [19]. In the 2HDM-III, for each type quark,
up or down type, there are two Yukawa couplings. One of the Yukawa couplings is in charge of generating the quark
masses and the other one produces the flavor changing couplings at tree level. But in any case both Higgs doublets
have the same quantum numbers then if one ansatz is assumed for the Yukawa coupling which generates the quark
masses, is valid to associate the same structure for the other Yukawa coupling which is generating the flavor changing
couplings, it is the main hypothesis of this work.
In this manuscript, different kind of textures of Yukawa coupling matrices are discussed in the framework of the
2HDM type III. In section II, the principal features of the 2HDM type III are reviewed, then in section III the different
kind of texture ansatze are introduced. First of all, the Fritzsch ansatz and the Du-Xing ansatz are reviewed. Then,
the Fritzsch and Du-Xing ansatze are combined, searching a better agreement with the experimental results. A brief
review of the Fukuyama-Nishiura mass matrix ansatz is presented and finally a new ansatz is proposed. The new
ansatz presents the feature that the top quark does not have any mix and therefore it does not have any flavor changing
neutral process at tree level. The corresponding Yukawa coupling matrices in the mass basis in the framework of
the 2HDM type III are gotten for all the ansatze discussed, it means the intensity of couplings that lead to FCNC
processes are obtained. Also, the numerical values of the corresponding CKM matrix elements are obtained. In
section IV, some phenomenological aspects of the two body decays of the top quark, the lightest Higgs boson and the
charged Higgs boson are discussed. Finally in section V our conclusions are presented.
II. YUKAWA INTERACTION LAGRANGIAN FOR THE TWO HIGGS DOUBLET MODEL
In the most general form of the two Higgs doublet model (2HDM), the Lagrangian for the Yukawa interaction in
the quark sector is given by [20],
−LY = q0LηU,0φ˜1U0R + q0LηD,0φ1D0R + q0LξU,0φ˜2U0R + q0LξD,0φ2D0R + h.c (1)
where ηf,0 and ξf,0 are the Yukawa interaction matrices being φ˜ = iτ2φ
∗, f0 = U0, D0, q0L =
(
U0, D0
)
L
the quark
doublet states in the interaction basis, and U0 = (u0, c0, t0), D0 = (d0, s0, b0) the quark interaction eigenstates. The
two Higgs boson fields, after spontaneous symmetry breaking, have the following form:
φk =
(
φ+k
1√
2
(
vk + φ
0
k + iλ
0
k
)) with k = 1, 2 (2)
where v1 and v2 are the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs fields φ1 and φ2, respectively. There are not
any extra discrete symmetry acting on the Higgs fields, it means they can mix because they have the same quantum
numbers. Furthermore, both Higgs doublets can give mass to down- and up-type quarks simultaneously. However,
the Higgs fields can be rotated to a new base where(
φ′1
φ′2
)
=
(
cosβ sinβ
− sinβ cosβ
)(
φ1
φ2
)
(3)
in such case tanβ = v2/v1 and the vacuum expectation values are < φ
′
1 >= v =
√
v21 + v
2
2 and < φ
′
2 >= 0. In this
article, we are not considering spontaneous CP symmetry breaking in the Higgs sector. In the new mentioned base,
the Yukawa Lagrangian can be written in exactly the same way of equation (1), but the matrices ηf,0, ξf,0 will be
rotated to a new base (
η
′f,0
ξ
′f,0
)
=
(
cosβ − sinβ
sinβ cosβ
)(
ηf,0
ξf,0
)
. (4)
In general the quantum system will be in the prime base where only one vacuum expectation value is different from
zero [19]. We are going to use this base for the Yukawa sector but now on we are going to omit the prime symbol. In
this new base, it can be shown that in the scalar sector there are five scalar bosons,
φ± = H±, λ02 = A
0, φ01, φ
0
2, (5)
where φ01, φ
0
2 rotate and in the mass eigenstates they are(
h0
H0
)
=
(
cosα sinα
− sinα cosα
)(
φ01
φ02
)
. (6)
3Where the parameter α can be taken in the range −pi2 6 α 6 pi2 [20]. Thus, from the scalar potential arises up five
Higgs boson mass eigenstates, they are H0, h0, H± and A0.
From the Lagrangian’s terms of expression (1), we get that the mass matrices for fermions are given by,
Mf =
v√
2
ηf,0 . (7)
And the Hermitian mass matrix M is diagonalized by a rotation matrix, according to
V †MV = OTP †MPO = OT M˜O =
±m1 0 00 ∓m2 0
0 0 m3
 (8)
where M˜ = P †MP is a real symmetric mass matrix, O is an orthogonal matrix, P = diag
(
1, e−iψ, e−i(ψ+θ)
)
and
m1, m2, m3 correspond to the fermion masses. The upper signs are associated to the Fritzsch and Du-Xing ansatze,
while the lower ones are used for the Fukuyama-Nishiura ansatz (See section III).
The fermion mass eigenstates are related to the interaction eigenstates by bi-unitary transformations [19],
U0L = V
U
L UL, U
0
R = V
U
R UR, D
0
L = V
D
L DL, D
0
R = V
D
R DR (9)
and therefore the CKM matrix will be defined as
K =
(
V UL
)†
V DL = O
T
UPUDOD, where PUD = P
†
UPD = diag
(
1, eiσ, eiτ
)
(10)
being σ = ψU − ψD and τ = ψU − ψD + θU − θD. ψU,D and θU,D are the phases of the mass matrices for the up-
and down-type quarks, respectively. Further, when the transition to the mass eigenstates is performed in the Yukawa
Lagrangian (1), the following relationships corresponding to the “rotated” coupling matrices are gotten [19],
MdiagU =
v√
2
V U†L η
U,0V UR M
diag
D =
v√
2
V D†L η
D,0V DR ξ
U = V U†L ξ
U,0V UR , ξ
D = V D†L ξ
D,0V DR . (11)
Then eliminating ηf,0 and ξf,0 using equation (11), the Yukawa Lagrangian corresponding to the quark sector for the
two Higgs Doublet Model type III takes the following form [19, 20],
− LY = UMdiagU U + DMdiagD D +
1
v
UMdiagU U
(
cosαH0 − sinαh0)+ 1√
2
U
(
ξUPR +
(
ξU
)†
PL
)
U
(
sinαH0 + cosαh0
)
+
1
v
DMdiagD D
(
cosαH0 − sinαh0)+ 1√
2
D
(
ξDPR +
(
ξD
)†
PL
)
D
(
sinαH0 + cosαh0
)− i
v
DMdiagD γ5DG
0
Z
+
i
v
UMdiagU γ5UG
0
Z −
i√
2
U
(
ξUPR −
(
ξU
)†
PL
)
UA0 +
i√
2
D
(
ξDPR −
(
ξD
)†
PL
)
DA0 (12)
+
√
2
v
U
(
KMdiagD PR −MdiagU KPL
)
DG+W −
√
2
v
D
(
K†MdiagU PR −MdiagD K†PL
)
UG−W
+ U
(
KξDPR −
(
ξU
)†
KPL
)
DH+ − D
(
K†ξUPR −
(
ξD
)†
K†PL
)
UH−.
Notice that if ξU and ξD vanish from this Yukawa Lagrangian, the 2HDM type II is reproduced. The new terms are
leading to flavor changing processes at tree level.
III. DIFFERENT KIND OF ANSATZE
In this section different mass matrices ansatze are presented. The Yukawa coupling matrices in the mass basis
are obtained, assuming that the Yukawa coupling matrices have the same structure that the mass matrices. In the
framework of the 2HDM type III the flavor changing couplings at tree level will depend on the ansatz parameters.
The Fritzsch ansatz is the first one reviewed because is the simplest one and it was the motivation for the widely
known and used Cheng-Sher ansatz in the 2HDM-III phenomenology. Then the Du-Xing ansatz is discussed and it
is followed by combinations of the Fritzsch and the Du-Xing ansatze looking for the best fit of the CKM elements.
Furthermore, the Fukuyama-Nishiura ansatz is explored and a new type of ansatz which is controlling the FCNC
processes in the top quark sector is proposed. It is worth to mention that phases are explicitly involved since the
mass matrices are hermitic, and then they can be written always as M = PM˜P †, where M˜ is a real and symmetric
matrix and P is a diagonal matrix which contains the phases [11].
4A. Fritzsch Ansatz (FA)
For the three family case, a mass matrix ansatz proposed by Fritzsch has been widely discussed[1, 10, 14], it is
M =
 0 D 0D∗ 0 B
0 B∗ A
 =
1 0 00 e−iψ 0
0 0 e−i(ψ+θ)
 0 |D| 0|D| 0 |B|
0 |B| A
1 0 00 eiψ 0
0 0 ei(ψ+θ)
 = P M˜P †. (13)
And motivated by the Fritzsch texture mass matrix, Cheng and Sher have proposed an ansatz for the Yukawa flavor
changing coupling matrices in the interaction basis according to [10, 14]:
ξf,0 =
√
2
v
 0 dD 0dD∗ 0 bB
0 bB∗ aA
 = √2
v
1 0 00 e−iψ 0
0 0 e−i(ψ+θ)
 0 d|D| 0d|D| 0 b|B|
0 b|B| aA
1 0 00 eiψ 0
0 0 ei(ψ+θ)
 = P ξ˜f,0P † (14)
where f = U,D, the coefficients a, b, d are of the order of one, and the parameters A, |B| and |D| are given by,
A = m3 −m2 +m1, |D| =
(
m1m2m3
m3 −m2 +m1
)1/2
,
|B| =
(
m1m2 +m3m2 −m1m3 − m1m2m3
m3 +m1 −m2
)1/2
. (15)
But taking into account the mass hierarchy m1 << m2 << m3, the expressions (15) reduce to
A ≈ m3, |B| ≈ √m2m3, |D| ≈ √m1m2. (16)
The rotation matrix which diagonalizes M˜ is given by
O ≃

1 −
√
m1
m2
0√
m1
m2
1
√
m2
m3
−
√
m1
m3
−
√
m2
m3
1
 (17)
Then using the mass matrix (13) for up-type and down-type quarks and equations (10) and (17), the following
expressions of the CKM matrix elements are gotten
Kud ≃ 1 + eiσ
√
mumd
mcms
+ eiτ
√
mumd
mtmb
, Kus ≃ eiσ
√
mu
mc
−
√
md
ms
+ eiτ
√
mums
mtmb
,
Kub ≃
√
mu
mc
(
eiσ
√
ms
mb
− eiτ
√
mc
mt
)
, Kcd ≃ eiσ
√
md
ms
−
√
mu
mc
+ eiτ
√
mcmd
mtmb
, (18)
Kcs ≃ eiσ +
√
mumd
mcms
+ eiτ
√
mcms
mtmb
, Kcb ≃ eiσ
√
ms
mb
− eiτ
√
mc
mt
,
Ktd ≃
√
md
ms
(
eiσ
√
mc
mt
− eiτ
√
ms
mb
)
, Kts ≃ eiσ
√
mc
mt
− eiτ
√
ms
mb
, Ktb ≃ eiτ + eiσ
√
mcms
mtmb
.
In order to get the best agreement of the
∣∣Kus∣∣ and ∣∣Kcd∣∣ elements with their experimental values, we use σ = 81.57◦
and τ = −11.78◦. Hence ψU = ψD + 81.57◦ and θU = θD − 93.35◦. The numerical values shown in table I for the
CKM matrix elements are obtained using the mass values listed in appen
5disagreement of the
∣∣Kub∣∣, ∣∣Kcb∣∣, ∣∣Ktd∣∣ and ∣∣Kts∣∣ elements with their experimental values is noticed. On the other
hand, the CP violating phase δ for the Fritzsch ansatz is obtained, δ = 86.61◦ by using the expression [11]:
sin δ =
(
1−
∣∣Kub∣∣2) J∣∣KudKusKubKcbKtb∣∣ , (19)
where J is the Jarlskog invariant given by J = ℑm (KusKcbK∗ubK∗cs) [11, 12]. This CP phase δ presents a discrepancy
of about 30.54% with respect to the experimental value δ = 60.16◦ ± 14◦.
On other hand, the Yukawa coupling matrices in the mass basis are given by [10]
ξ˜
U,D
= OTU,D ξ˜
U,D,0
OU,D , (20)
where ξ˜
U,D,0
= P †ξU,D,0P . Therefore, taking into account the mass hierarchy and using the expression
ξU,D = POTU,D ξ˜
U,D,0OU,DP
†, the Yukawa coupling matrices in the mass basis are given by
ξU ≃
√
2
v
 (2d(U) − 2b(U) + a(U))mu (a(U) + d(U) − 2b(U))√mumceiψU (b(U) − a(U))√mumti(ψU+θU )(a(U) + d(U) − 2b(U))√mumce−iψU (a(U) − 2b(U))mc (b(U) − a(U))√mcmteiθU(
b(U) − a(U))√mumte−i(ψU+θU ) (b(U) − a(U))√mcmte−iθU a(U)mt
 ,
(21)
ξD ≃
√
2
v
 (2d(D) − 2b(D) + a(D))md (a(D) + d(D) − 2b(D))√mdmseiψD (b(D) − a(D))√mdmbi(ψD+θD)(a(D) + d(D) − 2b(D))√mdmse−iψD (a(D) − 2b(D))ms (b(D) − a(D))√msmbeiθD(
b(D) − a(D))√mdmbe−i(ψD+θD) (b(D) − a(D))√msmbe−iθD a(D)mb
 ,
equation (21) reproduces the expression obtained by Cheng and Sher [10] when the complex phases vanish. Further,
we can see that the hierarchy structure of the Yukawa coupling matrices in the mass basis are dominated by the
fermion masses and the
(
ξU,D
)
ij
elements are proportional to
√
mimj , which is the usual Cheng-Sher ansatz [10].
FA DXA DXFA FDXA X˜A FNA NTA˛˛
Kud
˛˛
1.00189 1.00189 1.00189 1.00189 1.00189 0.97467 1.00051˛˛
Kus
˛˛
0.22720 0.22720 0.22720 0.22720 0.22720 0.22361 0.22720˛˛
Kub
˛˛
0.00797 0.00090 0.00734 0.00359 0.00181 0.00308 0.00190˛˛
Kcd
˛˛
0.22710 0.22721 0.22710 0.22710 0.22718 0.22341 0.22720˛˛
Kcs
˛˛
1.00144 1.00194 1.00146 1.00144 1.00178 0.97381 1.00051˛˛
Kcb
˛˛
0.15512 0.01746 0.14277 0.06986 0.03562 0.04221 0.03197˛˛
Ktd
˛˛
0.03559 0.00401 0.03275 0.01603 0.00817 0.01002 0.00735˛˛
Kts
˛˛
0.15512 0.01746 0.14277 0.06986 0.03562 0.04112 0.03203˛˛
Ktb
˛˛
0.99955 1.00004 0.99956 0.99955 0.99988 0.99910 1
δ 86.61◦ 86.66◦ 86.62◦ 86.66◦ 82.18◦ −87.55◦ 80.68◦
TABLE I: The CKM matrix elements and CP violating phase δ for the different ansatze considered.
B. Du-Xing Ansatz (DXA)
In order to accommodate all the current data of quark masses and mixing angles in the framework of texture-zeros,
the following ansatz for the mass matrix was suggested [1, 10, 14],
M =
 0 D 0D∗ C B
0 B∗ A
 = P M˜P † with ∣∣A∣∣≫ ∣∣B∣∣, ∣∣C∣∣≫ ∣∣D∣∣ (22)
6FA DXA DXFA FDXA X˜A FNA NTA˛˛
Kud
˛˛
2.80 2.80 2.80 2.80 2.80 0.09 2.67˛˛
Kus
˛˛
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.60 0.00˛˛
Kub
˛˛
50.32 341.21 46.03 10.30 118.31 28.72 108.64˛˛
Kcd
˛˛
0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.03 1.65 0.04˛˛
Kcs
˛˛
2.84 2.89 2.84 2.84 2.88 0.09 2.75˛˛
Kcb
˛˛
72.79 141.69 70.44 38.58 18.50 0.00 32.01˛˛
Ktd
˛˛
77.13 103.16 75.15 49.21 0.39 18.80 10.77˛˛
Kts
˛˛
73.18 138.25 70.86 40.44 16.81 1.20 29.91˛˛
Ktb
˛˛
0.04 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.08 0.00 0.09
δ 30.54 30.58 30.55 30.58 26.79 168.72 25.43
TABLE II: Error percentages of the CKM matrix elements and CP violating phase δ for the different ansatze considered. The
experimental values used are those reported by [21]
where A ≃ m3, |B| ≃ |C| ≃ m2, and |D| ≃ √m1m2. The rotation matrix for this case is [10]:
O ≃

1
√
m1
m2
0
−
√
m1
m2
1 m2m3√
m1m2
m3
−m2m3 1
 . (23)
And the CKM matrix elements obtained from the mass matrix ansatz given in (22) are [14]
Kud ≃ 1 + eiσ
√
mumd
mcms
+ eiτ
√
mumcmdms
mtmb
, Kus ≃
√
md
ms
− eiσ
√
mu
mc
− eiτms
√
mumc
mtmb
,
Kub ≃
√
mu
mc
(
mc
mt
eiτ − ms
mb
eiσ
)
, Kcd ≃
√
mu
mc
− eiσ
√
md
ms
− eiτmc
√
mdms
mtmb
, (24)
Kcs ≃ eiσ +
√
mumd
mcms
+
mcms
mtmb
eiτ , Kcb ≃ ms
mb
eiσ − mc
mt
eiτ ,
Ktd ≃
√
md
ms
(
ms
mb
eiτ − mc
mt
eiσ
)
, Kts ≃ mc
mt
eiσ − ms
mb
eiτ , Ktb ≃ eiτ + mcms
mtmb
eiσ .
The best agreement of the
∣∣Kus∣∣ and ∣∣Kcd∣∣ elements with their experimental values is gotten when σ = 81.09◦ and
τ = 29.97◦. Then ψU = ψD + 81.09◦ and θU = θD − 51. 12◦. The numerical values of the CKM matrix elements are
shown in table I. There are a considerable disagreement between the magnitudes of the
∣∣Kub∣∣, ∣∣Kcb∣∣, ∣∣Ktd∣∣ and ∣∣Kts∣∣
elements and their experimental values. On the other hand, the obtained CP violating phase for the Du-Xing ansatz
is δ = 86.66◦. This result has an inconsistency with the experimental value [21] of about 30.58%.
The table II shows the error percentages of the CKM matrix elements and CP violating phase δ for the different
ansatze. The deviations of the CKM matrix elements obtained from the Du-Xing ansatz are higher than the
corresponding to the Fritzsch ansatz. Then, the Fritzsch ansatz leads to a better prediction of the CKM matrix
elements than the Du-Xing ansatz. About the CP violating phase, the Fritzsch ansatz leads to approximately the
same prediction of this phase than the obtained from the Du-Xing ansatz.
On other hand, the Yukawa coupling matrices in the mass basis are
ξU ≃
√
2
v
 (c(U) − 2d(U))mu (d(U) − c(U))√mumceiψU (a(U) − b(U))√mumcei(ψU+θU )(d(U) − c(U))√mumce−iψU c(U)mc (b(U) − a(U))mceiθU(
a(U) − b(U))√mumce−i(ψU+θU ) (b(U) − a(U))mce−iθU a(U)mt

7ξD ≃
√
2
v
 (c(D) − 2d(D))md (d(D) − c(D))√mdmseiψD (a(D) − b(D))√mdmsei(ψD+θD)(d(D) − c(D))√mdmse−iψD c(D)ms (b(D) − a(D))mseiθD(
a(D) − b(D))√mdmse−i(ψD+θD) (b(D) − a(D))mse−iθU a(D)mb
 (26)
using the Du-Xing ansatz (22) according to ξU,D = P ξ˜
U,D
P †. Then, the Du-Xing ansatz lead to the same structure
of the Yukawa couplings for the first and the second generation fermions. And the coupling to the third generation
fermions in the expressions (25) and (26) are weaker than the predicted by the Fritzsch ansatz.
C. Combination of the Fritzsch and the Du-Xing ansatz
1. The Du-Xing ansatz for the up sector and the Fritzsch ansatz for the down sector (DFXA)
By using the Fritzsch and the Du-Xing ansatze for the down- and up-type quarks respectively, the following
expressions corresponding to the CKM matrix elements are obtained,
Kud ≃ 1− eiσ
√
mdmu
msmc
− eiτ
√
mumcmd
mt
√
mb
, Kus ≃ −
√
md
ms
− eiσ
√
mu
mc
− eiτ
√
mumcms
mt
√
mb
,
Kub ≃ eiτ
√
mumc
mt
− eiσ
√
mums
mcmb
, Kcd ≃ eiσ
√
md
ms
+
√
mu
mc
+ eiτ
mc
mt
√
md
mb
, (27)
Kcs ≃ eiσ + eiτmc
mt
√
ms
mb
−
√
mdmu
msmc
, Kcb ≃ eiσ
√
ms
mb
− eiτmc
mt
,
Ktd ≃ eiσmc
mt
√
md
ms
− eiτ
√
md
mb
, Kts ≃ eiσmc
mt
− eiτ
√
ms
mb
, Ktb ≃ eiτ + eiσmc
mt
√
ms
mb
.
With the aim to get a better agreement of the
∣∣Kud∣∣ and ∣∣Kcd∣∣ elements with their experimental values we obtain
σ = 81.09◦ and τ = 29.97◦ , and then ψU = ψD + 90◦ and θU = θD − 51.12◦. The numerical values of the CKM
matrix elements for this case are shown in Table I. In this case, there is good agreement of the CKM matrix elements
with their experimental values, with the exception of the
∣∣Kub∣∣, ∣∣Kcb∣∣, ∣∣Ktd∣∣ and ∣∣Kts∣∣ elements, which present
discrepancies of about 46.03%, 70.44%, 75.15% and 70.86%, respect to their corresponding experimental values. On
the other hand, we obtain that the CP violating phase is δ = 86.62◦. This result presents a discrepancy of about
30.55%.
About the Yukawa coupling matrices in the mass basis for this case, they are
ξU ≃
√
2
v
 (c(U) − 2d(U))mu (d(U) − c(U))√mumceiψU (a(U) − b(U))√mumcei(ψU+θU )(d(U) − c(U))√mumce−iψU c(U)mc (b(U) − a(U))mceiθU(
a(U) − b(U))√mumce−i(ψU+θU ) (b(U) − a(U))mce−iθU a(U)mt
 , (28)
ξD ≃
√
2
v
 (2d(D) − 2b(D) + a(D))md (a(D) + d(D) − 2b(D))√mdmseiψD (b(D) − a(D))√mdmbi(ψD+θD)(a(D) + d(D) − 2b(D))√mdmse−iψD (a(D) − 2b(D))ms (b(D) − a(D))√msmbeiθD(
b(D) − a(D))√mdmbe−i(ψD+θD) (b(D) − a(D))√msmbe−iθD a(D)mb
 .
2. The Fritzsch ansatz for the up quark sector and the Du-Xing ansatz for the down quark sector (FDXA)
In this section we use the Fritzsch and the Du-Xing ansatze for the up-type and down-type quarks respectively. It
is contrary to the DXFA case discussed before. The expressions for the CKM matrix elements are:
8Kud ≃ 1− eiσ
√
mdmu
msmc
− eiτ
√
mumdms
mb
√
mt
, Kus ≃
√
md
ms
+ eiσ
√
mu
mc
+ eiτ
ms
mb
√
mu
mt
,
Kub ≃ eiσms
mb
√
mu
mc
− eiτ
√
mu
mt
, Kcd ≃ −eiσ
√
md
ms
−
√
mu
mc
− eiτ
√
mcmdms
mb
√
mt
, (29)
Kcs ≃ eiσ + eiτms
mb
√
mc
mt
−
√
mdmu
msmc
, Kcb ≃ eiσms
mb
− eiτ
√
mc
mt
,
Ktd ≃ eiτ
√
mdms
mb
− eiσ
√
mdmc
msmt
, Kts ≃ eiσ
√
mc
mt
− eiτms
mb
, Ktb ≃ eiτ + eiσms
mb
√
mc
mt
.
In order to get the best agreement of the
∣∣Kus∣∣ and ∣∣Kcd∣∣ elements with their experimental values, we get
σ = −98.93◦ and τ = 52.19◦. And ψU = ψD − 98.93◦ and θU = θD + 151.12◦ are found. Then according to the
previous results, the numerical values are presented in Table I. In this case, there is good agreement of the CKM
matrix elements with their experimental values, with the exception of the
∣∣Kcb∣∣, ∣∣Ktd∣∣, ∣∣Kts∣∣ elements, which present
discrepancies of about 38.58%, 49.21%, and 40.44%, respect to their corresponding experimental values. On the
other hand, we obtain that the CP violating phase for this case is δ = 86.66◦. This result is deviated 30.58% from
the experimental value.
In the Table II, the error percentages of the CKM matrix elements are lower than the corresponding to the
∣∣Kij∣∣
elements given by the DFXA case. This is an indication that when the prescription FDXA is used, we obtain a better
agreement with the experimental values of the CKM matrix elements than in the combinations considered before.
On the other hand, the following Yukawa coupling matrices in the mass basis are obtained,
ξU ≃
√
2
v
 (2d(U) − 2b(U) + a(U))mu (a(U) + d(U) − 2b(U))√mumceiψU (b(U) − a(U))√mumti(ψU+θU )(a(U) + d(U) − 2b(U))√mumce−iψU (a(U) − 2b(U))mc (b(U) − a(U))√mcmteiθU(
b(U) − a(U))√mumte−i(ψU+θU ) (b(U) − a(U))√mcmte−iθU a(U)mt

(30)
ξD ≃
√
2
v
 (c(D) − 2d(D))md (d(D) − c(D))√mdmseiψD (a(D) − b(D))√mdmsei(ψD+θD)(d(D) − c(D))√mdmse−iψD c(D)ms (b(D) − a(D))mseiθD(
a(D) − b(D))√mdmse−i(ψD+θD) (b(D) − a(D))mse−iθU a(D)mb
 (31)
D. Combination of different assignments in the Du-Xing ansatz((X˜A)
It is known that taking Mdiag = diag (−m1,m2,m3), the following relations between the components of the M˜
matrix given in (22) are satisfied [14],
C +A = −m1 +m2 +m3, CA− |B|2 − |D|2 = −m1m2 +m2m3 +m3m1, A|D|2 = m1m2m3. (32)
The assumptions A ≫ |B| and |C| ≫ |D| define the assignment type A and the assumption C = m2 define the
assignment type B. For the assignment type B, the parameters are
A = m3 −m1, |D| =
√
m1m2m3
m3 −m1 , |B| =
√
m1m3 (m3 −m2 −m1)
m3 −m1 , (33)
and the rotation matrix O is [9]:
O ≃

1
√
m1
m2
√
m2m21
m3
3
−
√
m1
m2
1
√
m1
m3√
m2
1
m2m3
−
√
m1
m3
1
 for m3 ≫ m2 ≫ m1. (34)
9Then, the following expressions for the CKM matrix elements are obtained,
Kud ≃ 1 + eiσ
√
mumd
mcms
+ eiτ
md
mt
√
mumc
msmb
, Kus ≃
√
md
ms
− eiσ
√
mu
mc
− eiτ
√
mumcmd
mt
√
mb
,
Kub ≃
√
msm2d
m3b
− eiσ
√
mumd
mcmb
+ eiτ
√
mumc
mt
, Kcd ≃
√
mu
mc
− mc
mt
√
m2d
msmb
eiτ − eiσ
√
md
ms
, (35)
Kcs ≃ eiσ +
√
mumd
mcms
+ eiτ
mc
mt
√
md
mb
, Kcb ≃ eiσ
√
md
mb
− mc
mt
eiτ +
√
mumsm2d
mcm3b
,
Ktd ≃ eiτ
√
m2d
msmb
− eiσmc
mt
√
md
ms
, Kts ≃ eiσmc
mt
− eiτ
√
md
mb
, Ktb ≃ eiτ + mc
mt
√
md
mb
eiσ .
In this case, σ = 81.09◦, τ = −98.91◦ are obtained to get a good experimental agreement of the ∣∣Kus∣∣ and ∣∣Kcd∣∣
elements with their experimental values and then ψU = ψD + 81.09
◦, θU = θD − 180◦. The obtained numerical
values for the CKM matrix elements are in Table I. The CP violating phase is δ = 82.18◦ presenting a discrepancy
of 26.79%. From Table II, notice that the error percentages of the magnitudes of the CKM matrix elements are
lower than 10.00% with the exception of the corresponding to the
∣∣Kub∣∣, ∣∣Kcb∣∣ and ∣∣Kts∣∣ elements which are equal
to 118.31%, 18.50% and 16.81%, respectively.
The corresponding ξU and ξD Yukawa coupling matrices in the mass basis for this case are given by,
ξU ≃
√
2
v

(
c(U) − 2d(U))mu (d(U) − c(U))√mumceiψU a(U)mumc√mcmtei(ψU+θU )(
d(U) − c(U))√mumce−iψU c(U)mc (b(U) − a(U))√mumteiθU
a(U)mumc
√
mcmte
−i(ψU+θU ) (b(U) − a(U))√mumte−iθU a(U)mt
 , (36)
ξD ≃
√
2
v

(
c(D) − 2d(D))md (d(D) − c(D))√mdmseiψD a(D)mdms√msmbei(ψD+θD)(
d(D) − c(D))√mdmse−iψD c(D)ms (b(D) − a(D))√mdmbeiθD
a(U)mdms
√
msmbe
−i(ψD+θD) (b(D) − a(D))√mdmbe−iθD a(D)mb
 .
From the expressions (36), we observe that the Yukawa couplings to the first and the second generation fermions
have the same form that the predicted by the Fritzsch and the Du-Xing ansatze. The couplings to the third
generation fermions are stronger than the predicted by the Du-Xing ansatz and weaker than the obtained by the
Cheng and Sher ansatz. This fact has consequences in the phenomenology as we will show in section IV.
E. Fukuyama-Nishiura ansatz (FNA)
Recently the following mass matrix ansatz has been proposed for quarks and leptons [9]:
M˜ =
0 A AA B C
A C B
 (37)
This form has been originally used for leptons (neutrinos) in order to reproduce a nearly bi-maximal lepton mixing.
Moreover the mass matrix M˜ is diagonalized by a rotation matrix according to:
OT M˜O = diag (−m1,m2,m3) (38)
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where m1, m2 and m3 correspond to the fermion masses with m1 ≪ m2 ≪ m3. By taking into account that tr
(
M˜
)
and det
(
M˜
)
are invariants and using the eigenvalues equation for M˜ , we get:
A = ±
√
m1m2
2
, B =
1
2
(m2 +m3 −m1) , C = −1
2
(m3 −m2 +m1) . (39)
The case where B − C takes its maximum value corresponds to the assignment type C. The assignment type D is
obtained by exchanging m2 and m3 in the already mentioned type C (39). For the assignment type D,
A = ±
√
m3m1
2
, B =
1
2
(m3 +m2 −m1) , C = 1
2
(m3 −m2 −m1) . (40)
The assignments type C and D are used for down-type and up-type quarks, respectively. The rotation matrices which
diagonalize M˜ for the assignments type C and D are,
O =
 c s 0− s√
2
c√
2
− 1√
2
− s√
2
c√
2
1√
2
 , O′ =
 c
′ 0 s′
− s′√
2
− 1√
2
c′√
2
− s′√
2
1√
2
c′√
2
 (41)
respectively, where
c = cosϕ =
√
m2
m2 +m1
, s = sinϕ =
√
m1
m1 +m2
,
c′ = cosϕ′ = ±
√
m3
m1 +m3
, s′ = sinϕ′ = ±
√
m1
m1 +m3
.
In order to get a good agreement of 19
∑9
i=1
∣∣Kij∣∣ with their experimental values, we get σ = −180◦ and τ = 4.84◦.
From this result, the numerical values corresponding to the updated magnitudes of the CKM matrix elements for the
Fukuyama-Nishiura ansatz are obtained [9] (see Table I).
From Table III, there are a very good agreement of the CKM matrix elements with their experimental values since
the corresponding error percentages are lower than 2%. The exceptions are the
∣∣Kub∣∣ and ∣∣Ktd∣∣ elements, which
present a discrepancies of about 28.72% and 18.80% respect to its corresponding experimental magnitudes. It is also
important to point out that the Fukuyama-Nishiura ansatz leads to a much better prediction of the CKM matrix
elements than the obtained from the Fritzsch and the Du-Xing ansatze. The CP violating phase δ = −87.55◦ in
this case is inconsistent to its experimental value because it presents a discrepancy of about 168.72%. Furthermore
θU = θD + 184.84 and ψU = ψD − 4.84◦ are obtained.
Finally, the Yukawa coupling matrices in the mass basis are given by
ξU ≃
√
2
2v
(b(U) + c(U) − 4a(U))mu 0 f (U)√mumtei(ψU+θU )0 (b(U) − c(U))mt + (b(U) + c(U))mc 0
f (U)
√
mumte
−i(ψU+θU ) 0
(
b(U) + c(U)
)
mt
 ,
ξD ≃
√
2
2v

2
(
b(D) − 2a(D))md (b(D) − c(D))√mdmsmbeiψD 0(
b(D) − c(D))√mdmsmbe−iψD (b(D) − c(D))mb + (b(D) + c(D))ms 0
0 0
(
b(D) + c(D)
)
mb
 . (42)
where f (U) =
(
2a(U) + b(U) − c(U)). From the above expressions, the couplings between the neutral Higgs field h0
and the quarks pairs u-c, c-t, d-b and s-b are vanishing, which it is meaning that there are no flavor changing neutral
currents involving terms like h0 uc, h0 ct, h0 db, h0 sb.
F. Non-mixing Top quark Ansatz (NTA)
We propose the following mass matrix ansatz for up-type quarks
M˜ =
B C 0C D 0
0 0 A
 (43)
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which is diagonalized by a rotation matrix O given by
O =
cφ −sφ 0sφ cφ 0
0 0 1
 (44)
according to OT M˜O = diag(m1,−m2,m3). In this case the condition tanφ =
√
m2
m3
has been imposed and using the
expressions
det M˜ = A
(
BD − C2) , tr M˜ = B +D = −m2 +m1 ,
it is obtained that
A = m3, B =
m1m3 −m22
m2 +m3
, C =
m1 +m2
m2 +m3
√
m2m3, D = m2
m1 −m3
m2 +m3
, (45)
and therefore, the rotation matrix is
O =

√
m3
m2+m3
−
√
m2
m2+m3
0√
m2
m2+m3
√
m3
m2+m3
0
0 0 1
 . (46)
By using the mass matrix ansatz given by (43) for the up-type quarks and the assignment type B of the Du-Xing
ansatz for down-type quarks (22), the following CKM matrix elements are obtained
Kud ≃ cU − sU
√
md
ms
eiσ, Kus ≃ cU
√
md
ms
+ sUe
iσ, Kub ≃ cU
√
m2dms
m3b
+ sU
√
md
mb
eiσ (47)
Kcd ≃ −sU − cU
√
md
ms
eiσ, Kcs ≃ cUeiσ − sU
√
md
ms
, Kcb ≃ cU
√
md
mb
eiσ − sU
√
m2dms
m3b
Ktd ≃
√
m2d
msmb
eiτ , Kts ≃ −eiτ
√
md
mb
, Ktb ≃ eiτ ,
where:
cU =
√
mt
mc +mt
, sU =
√
mc
mc +mt
.
In order to get the best agreement of the
∣∣Kus∣∣ and ∣∣Kcd∣∣ elements with their experimental values, we obtain
σ = −99.24◦. On the other hand, by adjusting the τ parameter in order to get the best agreement of ℑm (Kts) with
its experimental value, τ = 90.00◦ is gotten. Then, we obtain the magnitudes of the CKM matrix elements shown in
Table I. Moreover, for this case we have ψU = ψD − 99.24◦, θU = θD + 189.24◦. And for the CP violating phase we
obtain δ = 80.68◦. This result roughly agrees with the experimental value, presenting a discrepancy of about 25.43%.
The Table II shows the error percentages of the magnitudes of the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements
and CP violating phase δ respect to their experimental values. In this Table we observe that the error percentages of
the magnitudes of the CKM matrix elements are lower than 11.00% with the exception of the corresponding to the∣∣Kub∣∣, ∣∣Kcb∣∣ and ∣∣Kts∣∣ elements which are equal to 108.64%, 32.01% and 29.91%, respectively. For this reason, the
Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix obtained by using the above prescription exhibits a good agreement with the
experimental results.
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According to the mass matrix structure given by (43), we propose the following ansatz for the Yukawa coupling
matrix in the flavor basis:
ξU,0 =
√
2
v
 b(U)BU c(U)CUeiψU 0c(U)CUe−iψU d(U)DU 0
0 0 a(U)AU
 . (48)
Hence, when the new ansatz and type B assignment of the Du-Xing ansatz are used for the quarks U and D
respectively, the Yukawa couplings matrices in the mass basis are given by:
ξU =
√
2
v
 b(U)mu
(
c(U) − d(U)) mcmt√mcmteiψU 0(
c(U) − d(U)) mcmt√mcmte−iψU −d(U)mc 0
0 0 a(U)mt
 , (49)
ξD ≃
√
2
v

(
c(D) − 2d(D))md (d(D) − c(D))√mdmseiψD a(D)mdms√msmbei(ψD+θD)(
d(D) − c(D))√mdmse−iψD c(D)ms (b(D) − a(D))√mdmbeiθD
a(U)mdms
√
msmbe
−i(ψD+θD) (b(D) − a(D))√mdmbe−iθD a(D)mb
 .
From the previous expressions, the couplings between the neutral Higgs field h0 and the quarks pairs u-t, c-t are
vanishing, which implies that there are no flavor changing neutral currents involving terms of the form h0 ut, h0 ct.
IV. TWO BODY DECAYS OF THE TOP QUARK, h0 AND H±
Consider the top quark decay to an up-type quark plus the lightest neutral Higgs boson h0. The interest on FCNC is
expected to increase since this issue will be examined at both the LHC and ILC, where they hope to reach sensibilities
of the order of B(t → qh0) & 10−5. In the framework of the SM, the branching fractions are strongly suppressed
B(t → ch0) ∼ 10−15 and B(t → uh0) ∼ 10−17. In the framework of the 2HDM type III an enhancement is expected
due to the FCNC presence at tree level. The decay width takes the form
Γ(t→ qh0) = GFmt
4
√
2pi
(
1− m
2
h
m2t
)2
|λUtq |2 cos2 α (50)
where λUtq is the coupling tqh
0. Therefore, there are two possible decays: t → uh0 and t → ch0. In figure 1, the
branching fraction B(t→ ch0) as a function of the lightest neutral Higgs boson mass for the Fritzsch ansatz is plotted
and orders of 10−3 are gotten. In this Figure 1, a decrease of the branching ratio with the increase of the Higgs mass
is observed, but notice that the branching ratio raise up increasing the magnitudes of the coefficients a(U) − b(U) of
the coupling tch0. And the branching ratio decrease with the reduction of the mixing angle α between the neutral
Higgs fields h0 and H0. These coefficients and the mixing angle α were taken to be equal to 0.75, 1.00 and pi4 ,
pi
15 ,
4pi
9 ,
respectively. The branching fraction B(t→ uh0) is two orders of magnitude lower than B(t→ ch0) and its behavior
is quite similar.
In order to consider the different ansatze, the following ratio is useful,
R(A/F ) =
B
(
t→ qh0)
A
B (t→ qh0)F
=
∣∣∣∣λUtq,AλUtq,F
∣∣∣∣2 (51)
it is respect to the Fritzsch ansatz (F), with q = u, c and A = DXA,FDXA,DXFA, X˜A, FNA,NTA. It does not
depend on mt, mh or cosα, it depends on the explicit form of the masses in the different kind of ansatze discussed.
This ratio is typically of the order of 10−3 but in the case of the FNA and NTA such a kind of top quark decay width
is zero because the top quark is completely decoupled of the two lighter generations.
Now, turn on the attention to the lightest neutral Higgs boson h0 decays. The h0 decays to the quark pairs d b,
s b, d s and b b are considered. In the framework of the SM, the channel h0SM → b b is the most studied channel
because it plays a central role for its possible detection in the range 120 − 140 GeV and its signature will be clear
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FIG. 1: Branching ratio B
`
t→ ch0
´
for the process t → ch0 in the Fritzsch ansatz and using different values of the Yukawa
coupling parameters and α.
enough. On the other hand, decays like h0 → s b are interesting to study because FCNC in the Higgs sector would
be a clear evidence of physics beyond the SM. In order to look for differences, the ratio rbb =
Γ(h0→bb¯)
A
Γ(h0→bb¯)
SM
between
the decay widths Γ
(
h0 → bb¯)
A
and Γ
(
h0 → bb¯)
SM
is defined. Since for all ansatze considered in this work, the
Yukawa couplings of the neutral Higgs boson h0 and the quark pair b b have the same intensity, the ratio rbb has the
same value for all ansatze. However, the ratio rbb gets the maximum value when cotα = −aD, then for α = −pi/4
and aD = 1, the ratio is 2, its mean that the decay width for these ansatze can be twice the decay width predicted
by the SM.
Another possible definition is the ratio, γ
(A)
sb =
Γ(h0→s b)
A
Γ(h0→b b)
A
. From Table III, the relative decay widths for the
process h0 → s b predicted by the Fritzsch ansatz are at least one order of magnitude bigger than the corresponding
to the assignments type A and B of the Du-Xing ansatz. This is due to the fact that the intensity of the Yukawa
couplings to the third generation fermions for the Fritzsch ansatz is stronger than the one corresponding to the
assignments type A and B of the Du-Xing ansatz, which implies that the Fritzsch ansatz leads to a bigger probability
of finding the decay processes h0 → s b than the obtained by these assignments of the Du-Xing ansatz.
Now, about the charged Higgs boson decays, two cases are considered: a charged Higgs boson lighter than the top
quark, mH = 150GeV and a heavier charged Higgs boson mH = 250GeV. In the first case, the top quark could decay
into a charged Higgs boson and it will be an alternative to the usual channel t→W+b. Taking a light charged Higgs
boson, the interesting channels to detect a Higgs boson would be H+ → cs¯, H+ → cb¯ and t → H+b. The decay
widths were evaluated using phases different of zero, ψD = θD =
pi
18 but we also did it with phases equal to zero and
the results do not change in order of magnitude. In table IV the results are shown, notice that the channel H+ → cb¯
could compete with the searched channel H+ → cs¯, however in the FNA and NTA ansatze the cs¯ channel is bigger
than the cb¯ channel. About the option t→ H+b the branching fraction is of the order of 10−1 in the different ansatze
considered.
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α = pi
3
α = pi
18
α = 4pi
9
γ
(FA)
sb
7.29 × 10−2 2.88 × 10−2 8.95× 10−4
γ
(DXA)
sb
7.10 × 10−4 5.61 × 10−4 4.71× 10−5
γ
(FDXA)
sb
7.10 × 10−4 5.61 × 10−4 4.71× 10−5
γ
(DXFA)
sb
7.29 × 10−2 2.88 × 10−2 8.95× 10−4
γ
(X˜A)
sb
1.92 × 10−3 1.51 × 10−3 4.71× 10−5
TABLE III: Relative decay width γ
(A)
sb
=
Γ(h0→sb¯)
A
Γ(h0→bb¯)
A
for the process h0 → s b in the different ansatze with Mh0 = 120GeV and
the Yukawa coupling coefficients of the order of one.
In the case of a charged Higgs boson heavier than the top quark, Γ(H+ → tb¯), Γ(H+ → ts¯), Γ(H+ → td¯),
Γ(H+ → cs¯) and Γ(H+ → cb¯) are evaluated and they are shown in Table V. It is worth to notice that the most
important channel would be H+ → tb¯ except for the FNA where it is H+ → cs¯ .
Γ(GeV ) FA DXA FDXA DXFA X˜A FNA NTA
Γ
`
H+ → cs¯
´
4.83 × 10−4 3.77× 10−5 6.11× 10−5 3.34 × 10−5 3.49 × 10−5 2.81 3.72 × 10−5
Γ
`
H+ → cb¯
´
1.04 × 10−2 3.87× 10−5 1.06× 10−2 1.12 × 10−4 4.41 × 10−5 5.28× 10−3 3.15 × 10−6
B
`
t→ H+b
´
1.22 × 10−1 1.24× 10−1 1.24× 10−1 1.24 × 10−1 1.24 × 10−1 1.24× 10−1 1.24 × 10−1
TABLE IV: The decay widths Γ
`
H+ → cs¯
´
, Γ
`
H+ → cb¯
´
and the fraction B(t → H+b) using the mass matrices ansatze
discussed and setting up MH+ = 150GeV , ψD = θD =
pi
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Γ(GeV ) FA DXA FDXA DXFA X˜A FNA NTA
Γ
`
H+ → cs¯
´
8.06× 10−4 6.29× 10−5 1.02 × 10−4 5.57 × 10−5 5.82× 10−5 4.68 6.21 × 10−5
Γ
`
H+ → cb¯
´
1.74× 10−2 6.45× 10−5 1.76 × 10−2 1.87 × 10−4 7.35× 10−5 8.80 × 10−3 5.26 × 10−6
Γ
`
H+ → tb¯
´
1.32 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34
Γ
`
H+ → ts¯
´
6.12× 10−2 4.57× 10−4 7.71 × 10−3 2.64 × 10−2 1.38× 10−3 2.23 × 10−3 1.38 × 10−3
Γ
`
H+ → td¯
´
2.69× 10−3 2.71× 10−5 6.44 × 10−4 1.41 × 10−3 6.90× 10−5 2.03 × 10−4 7.24 × 10−5
TABLE V: The decay widths Γ
`
H+ → cs¯
´
, Γ
`
H+ → cb¯
´
, Γ(H+ → tb¯), Γ(H+ → ts¯) and Γ(H+ → td¯) in the different ansatze
using MH+ = 250GeV and ψD = θD =
pi
18
.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The quark mass matrices ansatze proposed by Fritzsch, Du-Xing and Fukuyama-Nishiura [1, 9, 14] have been
reviewed in the framework of the general two Higgs doublet model and the corresponding Yukawa matrices in the
flavor basis. For these ansatze, the numerical values of the CKM matrix elements and their experimental values have
been compared, obtaining that the Fukuyama-Nishiura ansatz leads to the best agreement with the experimental
results. The CKM matrix elements by combining the Fritzsch and the Du-Xing ansatze for the up-type and down-
type quarks in different ways have also been obtained. For the CKM matrix obtained by using the Fritzsch and the
Du-Xing ansatze for the U -type andD-type quarks respectively a better agreement with the experimental CKMmatrix
elements is gotten than the resulting when other Fritzsch and Du-Xing ansatze combinations are used. Moreover, the
CKM matrix by using two different assignments of the Du-Xing ansatz for the U -type and D-type quarks has been
computed, obtaining a very good consistency between the magnitudes of six of their elements and their experimental
values. In the concerning to the Fukuyama-Nishiura ansatz, the Yukawa coupling matrices in the mass basis for
both types of quarks have been computed by using two different assignments for the U -type and D-type quarks. In
this case, vanishing entrances of the ξU and ξD matrices are obtained, they are implying the absence of the flavor
changing neutral currents involving terms of the form h0 uc, h0 ct, h0 db, h0 sb. Finally, a new type of ansatz has
been proposed where the FCNCs involving the top quark have vanished completely and an excelent agreement with
the CKM experimental elements is gotten, with the exception of the
∣∣Kub∣∣, ∣∣Kcb∣∣ and ∣∣Ktd∣∣ elements. Results are
shown in Tables I and II.
On the other hand, a discussion about the phenomenology of the two body decays of the lightest Higgs boson, the
top quark and the charged Higgs boson using the different mass matrices ansatze in the framework of the 2HDM type
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III is presented in section IV and results are shown in tables III, IV and V. For the lightest neutral Higgs boson,
the decays h0 → bb¯ and h0 → bs¯ are interesting. In the different ansatze considered the channel bb¯ can be enhanced
respect to the SM using appropriate values of the Yukawa parameters. And the channel bs¯ would be more important
in the Fritzsch ansatz than in the other ansatze. About the charged Higgs decays two options have been explored: a
lighter charged Higgs boson an a heavier one than top quark. Taking a lighter charged Higgs boson is possible to get
a bigger decay width for H+ → cb¯ than the decay width for H+ → cs¯ depending on the used ansatz. And in the case
of a heavier charged Higgs boson than the top quark, if the Fukuyama-Nishiura ansatz is used, the most important
channel would be H+ → cs. Also in the case of a heavier charged Higgs boson than the top quark, the channels with
a top quark in the final state would be relevant in a eventual search of the charged Higgs boson.
We acknowledge to R. Diaz for useful discussions. This work has been supported by COLCIENCIAS and Fundacio´n
Banco de la Republica.
APPENDIX A
1. CKM mixing matrix
The corresponding standard parametrization of the CKM mixing matrix is [21],
K =
 c12c13 s12c13 s13e−iδ−s12c23 − c12s23s13eiδ c12c23 − s12s23s13eiδ s23c13
s12s23 − c12c23s13eiδ −c12s23 − s12c23s13eiδ c23c13
 (A1)
with cij = cos θij , sij = sin θij con i, j = 1, 2, 3, and δ the CP violating phase.
2. Quark masses
In the numerical computations, we used the central values of the following quark masses at the energy scale of the
order of mZ [21]:
mu (mZ) = 1.64± 0.40MeV, mc (mZ) = 620± 30MeV, mt (mZ) = 172.7± 2.9GeV (A2)
md (mZ) = 2.92± 0.60MeV, ms (mZ) = 55.56± 8.00MeV, mb (mZ) = 2.85± 0.18GeV (A3)
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